In this paper I present a Simple Encryption Algorithm (SEAL), by which 128-bit long blocks can be quickly encrypted/decrypted. The algorithm is designed to run efficiently in software without any specialized hardware while still guaranteeing a strong degree of confidentiality. The cipher is composed entirely of simple bit-wise operations, such as the exclusive-or and circular shift, in addition to modular addition, thereby making it exceedingly easy to implement in most programming languages as well as efficient in terms of performance.
For added reference, below is the 16x16 lookup table used by the S-box to substitute the bytes of a block 57 chunk. This table was generated randomly using a brute-force algorithm for finding a substitution box 58 with strong avalanche effect. Any lookup table will suffice provided it too has good bit distributions 59 and a strong avalanche effect. A byte is substituted by taking its hexadecimal value, reading its first and 60 second digit which correspond to a row and column respectively, and replacing said byte with the value 61 located at the corresponding cell. For example, the hexadecimal value "ab" would be substituted with 62 "67" according to the provided The primary function of an S-box is to remove the linear relationship between a plaintext-ciphertext 89 pair produced by a cryptographic function. In order to effectively accomplish this task, it is imperative 90 that an S-box does not have any strong differential characteristics that could be feasibly exploited by 91 cryptanalysis.
92
The S-box articulated in this paper was produced via a brute-force algorithm that searched for a 93 16x16 lookup table that followed an avalanche criterion in addition to possessing only weak differential 94 characteristics; as such, the best differential characteristic across the SEAL S-box, (e5 → 8f), only holds 95 true with a probability of 0.023438.
96
While the S-boxes produced by this algorithm are probably not secure enough to resist an extensive 97 differential attack on their own, it should be noted that when used in conjunction with other non-linear 98 functions (such as modular addition), the cipher as a whole becomes infeasible to attack. Below is the 16x16 inverse lookup table utilized by the decryption routine. The same rules described 199 previously apply to this table with regards to byte substitution. 
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